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It could be argued that no American-born conductor on the scene today has 
played a greater role in the nation’s orchestral life during the past 30 years 
than Leonard Slatkin, now in his fifth season as music director of the Detroit 
Symphony Orchestra with a distinguished record of leadership at two other 
major organizations, the St. Louis and National symphony orchestras. All 
three music directorships, and a host of other experiences in music, inform 
his new book Conducting Business: Unveiling the Mystery Behind the 
Maestro (Amadeus Press, 311 pages, $27.99). As Slatkin writes in the 
“Praeludium” to this book, “I have tried to remove some barriers that stand 
in the way of those who are attempting to unlock the secrets of the baton in 
pursuit of a conducting career. It was not my intention to write an 
autobiography, but when I began the book and its ideas developed, I realized 
that stories about my own life and people who helped shape my career 
would provide a more thorough understanding of how a conductor comes 
into being.” 

These stories—revealing, candid, colorful, and sometimes hilarious—
provide the vehicle for many of Slatkin’s most insightful observations about 
the “conducting business” and his own career within it. They are also what 
make the book a page-turner, not only for those “in pursuit of a conducting 
career” but for anyone interested in the conducting profession and the world 
of orchestras. 

Without condescension or dogmatism, he addresses the basics of that 
profession for readers not likely to be in the know about what conductors—
and more specifically, music directors—actually do. “It requires much more 
than wielding the baton, score reading and the ability to listen,” he writes. 
“The conductor also serves as father, mother, psychologist, teacher, referee 
and many other roles to his hundred-plus orchestra members. He or she 
operates as a CEO, a visiting team leader, a production supervisor and a 
social butterfly.  The willingness to participate in fund-raising and a knack 
for those activities have become necessary duties in today’s musical 
marketplace.” 



It’s a combination of skills and talents that has never been more relevant, 
especially in Slatkin’s current situation. “A music director must have a solid 
staff to rely on,” he writes. “In Saint Louis it was there. In DC it fluctuated. 
Detroit had every ingredient for artistic and managerial success, but digging 
out of the fiscal morass was formidable. In a very short time, I immersed 
myself in the community, worked in schools, gave lectures, went to the auto 
shows and figured out how to make a Michigan U-turn. The orchestra 
players learned my manner of working quickly and I learned how hard I 
could lean on them.” 

Regarding his own biography, Slatkin establishes an air of levity early on in 
the book.  “There have been so many dynasties in the music world—Bach, 
Mozart, Mendelssohn, Schumann, Altschuler. Who?” Modest Altschuler, we 
soon learn, was Slatkin’s maternal great uncle—a cellist, conductor, and 
composer who emigrated to the U.S. from Russia in the late 19th century. 
The musical “dynasty” to which Slatkin refers would include Altschuler and 
his brother Gregory, also a cellist; Gregory’s daughter Eleanor, a talented 
cellist who would one day join her husband Felix Slatkin, an accomplished 
violinist, in founding the Hollywood String Quartet; and their children, 
Leonard Slatkin and Fred Zlotkin. (The latter, a distinguished cellist, “found 
evidence on a tombstone in St. Louis” that the family’s transliterated 
Russian name was actually Zlotkin, “and that is how he has spelled his last 
name since the late 1970s.”) 

“The conductor serves as father, mother, psychologist, teacher, referee 
and many other roles to his hundred-plus orchestra members. He or she 
operates as a CEO, a visiting team leader, a production supervisor and 

a social butterfly.” 

Music, of course, permeated the Slatkin household during Leonard’s 
childhood, and he describes the evolution of his musical proclivities—from 
violin, to piano and viola, to conducting. Having taken up “the string 
instrument that no one else in the family played,” he was awarded a first-
stand position in the California Youth Symphony Orchestra’s viola section, 
and at age sixteen was unexpectedly invited to lead the group in Verdi’s La 
forza del destino Overture. “I was allowed to stand on the podium for a few 
minutes,” Slatkin writes. “I have no recollection of how well the music went. 
All I remember is the overwhelming feeling that swept over me that morning. 
I knew then and there that this is what I wanted to do. There was no turning 
back.” 



Conducting Business goes well beyond autobiography for the musically 
inclined lay reader. In a chapter entitled “Ten Essential Decisions,” aimed 
largely at conductors but written in non-technical language, Slatkin 
considers specific interpretive issues in ten canonic works (Scheherazade, 
the first symphonies of Mahler and Brahms, etc.), illustrating each essay 
with musical notation. The final chapter, “Ten FAQs,” deals with such 
questions as “How do you pick the pieces you conduct?” (citing a 
“horrendous” program that paired Gershwin’s Piano Concerto in F with 
Bruckner’s Symphony No. 5, he comments “Thank God it was not mine”). 
Addressing another FAQ, “How do I get a manager?,” Slatkin offers such 
advice for conductors as “try to get the best possible sound quality but do 
not overproduce your DVD. I have witnessed enough title sequences and 
endless voice-overs to embarrass Steven Spielberg.” 

Slatkin at the Detroit Tigers’ Comerica Park in 2008 shortly after his 
appointment as music director of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra; at left are 
DSO Principal Cellist Robert deMaine and Dave Everson, a member of the 
orchestra’s horn section. Photo by David Dietz 

Part of the pleasure of reading this book derives from the frequency with 
which Slatkin brings in the voices of others. Conducting Business is 
sprinkled throughout with epigrams, including one paired with each of the 
30 chapter headings; often humorous, ironic, or enigmatic, they provide 
external commentary on the subject matter that follows. “Life Before Life,” 
the chapter in which Slatkin relates his distinguished musical lineage, is 
inscribed with a quote from the American humorist Sam Levenson: 
“Insanity is hereditary. You get it from your children.” Describing his early 
professional training, Slatkin writes, “as important as Juilliard was, perhaps 
it was more revealing to observe the active concert life in New York.” This 
observation is foreshadowed by an epigram from Mark Twain: “I’ve never 
let my schooling interfere with my education.” 

And the chapter called “Running the Ship”—reflections on the varied duties 
of a music director, with examples drawn from Slatkin’s experience in St. 
Louis, Washington, and Detroit—begins with a quote from General George 
S. Patton: “Never tell people how to do things. Tell them what to do, and 
they will surprise you with their ingenuity.” 

 


